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In the Work, we deal with the position of biogeography within the sys
tém of Sciences as well as with some respective terminological problems. 
Further, we speak about the most important tasks, which are solved or 
should be solved by the geographers in the ČSSR. At last, we touch úpon 
the question of investigation methods, especially the need of using mathe- 
matical methods.

In the contrlbutlon we shall deal with biogeography as a scientific disciplině 
first, then we outline some features of the development and the present state 
{separateiy in geography of plants and in geography of animals) in the ČSSR, 
and at last we touch úpon the tasks, outlooks as well as methods of biogeo
graphy. For technicai reasons, we mušt limit ourselves more to generál aspects 
and conclusions than to detailed analyses.

Biogeography is a physico-geographical disciplině, which is concerned with 
vegetation and animals. In contrast with allied Sciences examining vegetation 
and animals (botany, zoology and further, especially applied Sciences], bio
geography examlnes them as a component of the landscape. According to 
Schmithiisen (1968, p. 7], the object of the research of the geography 
of plants (Vegetationsgeographie) are territories, landscapes and their vege
tation content. Thus, this scientific disciplině is a part of the science of land
scape. Of this, also its aims, methods and systematic arrangement arise out.

According to up-to-date usages, biogeography is divided into geography of 
plants and geography of animals. The latter part of geography is currently na- 
med zoogeography. On the other hand, the term „phytogeography“ (especially 
in our literatúre] is currently used for botanic, above all floristic problems. In 
our botanic clrcles, phytogeography is mostly Interpreted as a science of the 
distribution of the species of plants. The „phytogeographical“ divisions of our 
territory (Dostál 1967, Futák 1972 and others] are based on floristic prin- 
ciples. With regard for these facts, we preferred the Slovák term „geografia 
rastlín“ (geography of plants] to ,,phytogeography“ (P lesní k 1963, p. 167].

The international terms háve a great advantage, if they obtain a footing, be- 
cause they are intelligible for a vast circle of people on the Earth. In čase 
that the term „phytogeography“ will be gradually refined properly, without
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a danger of complications and terminological chaos, the mentioned term is 
sultable for using (in the sense of the geography of plants) also in this coun
try, besides the former, already also wlth regard to the term „zoogeography“ 
as well as to a shorter form of the term.

Terminological inaccuracies, notions unsuitably ušed etc. create difficulties 
and in a successive development, with a rapid accumulation of knowledge, they 
lead to a chaos at last. Consequently, it is necessary to solve speedily the ter
minological problems, to plače the scientific disciplině at its right plače in the 
systém of Sciences as well as to give It its right name. As to the term, it is to 
be obvious from the name, what the matter is {Horecký 1956). Under any 
circumstances, the term cannot be in conflict with the object of research of 
respective scientific disciplině, with its content, and basic problems. The basic 
science (geography, geology etc.), which represented once a self-contalned, 
single disciplině, due to the accumulation of knowledge, had to be dismembe- 
red, so that it is represented today by a set of scientific discipllnes wlth a joint 
object of research. The disciplině newly arisen was named, as a rule, in such 
a way that an adjective, resp. a prefix was added to the originál (basic) name 
(e. g. geography), which determined its aiming in detail (e. g. physical, regio- 
nal geography, biogeography, pedogeography and so on). If the base of com- 
posite Word is ,,geography“, it is a geographical scientific disciplině. Thus, also 
the term of phytogeography is unambiguous and the branch belongs to the 
geographical scientific disciplině examlnlng the landscape.

The problems of the individual Sciences are very differentiated. In solving 
the problems, the individual Sciences use outcomes of other Sciences successi- 
vely more and more, and thus, the latter become auxlliary Sciences for the 
former (for geography, for instance, geology, pedology, botany, zoology and 
others). In the border area of Sciences, the problems are currently overlapped 
(Mičian 1969). In such cases misunderstandings occur not once, caused by 
an improper placing in the systém of Sciences and using unsuitable terms. In 
the boundary with a related science, the Individual Sciences háve their own 
scientific disciplině respectively, which is usually in a close contact with a 
border disciplině of the related science. For instance, geography of plants as 
a geographical disciplině borders upon geobotany belonging already to the 
systém of biological Sciences. Such a partner of zoogeography should be geo- 
zoology (or a biological disciplině with a similar name), so far, however, the 
development of knowledge of animals, especially with regard for a vast num- 
ber of animal species, did not reach a stage where one could speak so unambi- 
guously of a formed up disciplině of science as it is in the čase of geobotany.

In connection especially with the formation and preservation of human en- 
vironment, with rational using the resources of the geosphere as well as with 
an optimum arrangement of the landscape, ecology puts itself forward stri- 
kingly. c. Troll (1963) introduced the term „landscape ecology“ (Landschaft- 
sokologie) flrst time as soon as 1938. This term, resp. a term close to it has 
obtalned a footlng in the worlďs literatúre. In the works written in English 
language the term „geoecology“ has been ušed. The word ,,ecology“ was in
troduced by E. H a e c k e 1 (in: Troll 1963) in the sixtles of last century and 
expressed the relation of an organism to an environment. A „Commission on 
High Altitude Geoecology“ has been set up withln the International Geographi
cal Union (IGU), several symposia on „geoecology“ of high mountain ranges.
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resp. of mountain territories were held; in Mexico City In 1966 (Colloquium 
Geographicum 1968), In Mainz In 1969 [Erdwlssenschaftliche Forschung 1972), 
in Calgary in 1972 (Arctic and Alpíne Research 1973). A considerable part of 
problems in the materials of the symposia mentloned, but also most of other 
Works denoted as geoecological ones, resp. landscape-ecological ones, are of 
a character of physico-geographlcal works. To the terminological discrepancies, 
especially in connection wlth ecology and landscape, attention was called by 
several authors (Preobrazhenskiy, Aleksandrova, Ar mand 1973; 
Sočava, Krauklis, Snytko 1973, M i č i a n 1975 and others).

The up-to-date usage of a strict separating of plant geography from the geo- 
graphy of animals Is In conflict wlth the basic concept of biogeography as a 
synthetizing disciplině examining vegetatlon and animals as a part of the land
scape. This unfavourable situation has developed as a consequence of unusually 
wide sets of problems that the plants and the animals are, and which are very 
calling for a systematic knowledge and at the same tlme which are rather re- 
mote each from other. Also a generál delay of zoogeographical knowledge as 
well as a shortage of analyses and syntheses of biocenoses (the plant and ani- 
mal components inclusively) háve contrlbuted to such a state, too. Biogeograp
hy shall not be only a sum, a mechanical joint of its two basic disciplines, but 
it has to integrate them. In this sense, it is necessary to support endeavour, 
for instance that of J. Raušer (1970) to express at the same time the pro
blems of vegetation as well as those of animals in the map.

We shall not deal wlth the development of biogeography in the ČSSR in de
tail, and therefore all those eventually interested are referred to my work in 
the past (P lesník 1963). In the worlďs literatúre biogeography shows as an 
old, at the same time, however, also as a young geographlcal disciplině, which 
Is a consequence of the development of geographlcal Sciences and their rese- 
arch methods.

The old geography ušed descriptive methods. These were applied also in bio
geography. They were successful where they brought basic, primary knowledge 
of vegetation. Especially in well-developed countries with advanced science 
as well as in all areas where the vegetation cover has been examined in detail, 
the descriptive methods dld not introduce themselves and together with them 
also biogeography necrotized. The generál, rapid development of knowledge 
called for solving the relations between vegetation and the other components 
of the landscape, only already on a level of more thorough and detailed know
ledge. Geography, in consequence of out-of-date descriptive methods, was not 
able to solve the new situation. A part of biogeographical problems háve been 
assumed by geobotany, which developed violently especially by introducing 
statistical methods in investlgating plant communities.

Biogeography as a geographlcal disciplině, in the ČSSR, began to develop 
after the Second World War. A weight has been put on studying the relations 
of livlng components of the landscape to non-living landscape elements. Atta- 
inments In bonds, In detailed relations of biocoenoses to the other components 
of the landscape háve been deepened. Biogeography develops both qualitati- 
vely and quantitatively. The main emphasis of development of the geography 
of animals is in Brno, that of the geography of plants in Bratislava.

Of the problems solved, at least some of them sould be mentioned. In the 
Geographlcal Institute of the ČSAV in Brno, hlogeographical maps of the ČSSR
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are worked out. They are based upon Z 1 a t n í k’s (1959] forest types and 
ocurrence of some animals. Blogeographers také part also in creating a geobo- 
tanic map of the ČSSR (1:200 000). A part of Its sheets has been published, 
the others wait to be published. They present potential natural vegetation in 
the ČSSR (Mikyška et al. 1968). The prohlem of biogeographical regionali- 
zation of the ČSSR, which has not yet been made, relates to a considerable 
measure to the geobotanic map. The division of the territory of the ČSSR to 
lower territorial units from the viewpoint of vegetation and animals meets 
(besides the lack of foundations of animals) especially with the problém of 
communitles in the centrál part of the West Carpathians, especially in the 
Tatra and its adjacent areas. These are marked tor their more intensive conti- 
nentality as well as other marks, which results in a differentiation of vegeta
tion fundamentally differing from the other territories of the West Carpathians: 
beech (Fagus siluatica L.) occurs slightly there and in extensive areas it is 
missing completely; larch (Larix decidua MILL.) and pine (Pinus silvestris L.) 
and also cembra plne (Pinus cembra L.) in the area of upper tlmber-line in the 
Vysoké Tatry are more frequent. In additlon, the normál vertical arrangement 
of the forest belt is deformed, spruce (Picea abies L. (KARST)) dominates 
here soverelgnly and rises from the bottoms of the adjacent baslns up to the 
upper timber-llne. Slmllar peculiarities may be seen also in other high and 
massive mountain ranges. They connect especially with the position and oro- 
graphical structure of the mountain range and in each mountain range they 
are of a speciál character respectlvely. It is necessary to examlne in detail 
the vegetation of the mentioned territory, the character of some plant commu- 
nities as well as their incorporation into a phytosociologlcal systém. Obscure 
are also the boundaries of this territory (especially owing to man’s activity) 
on the passage to the beech area in the west.

Generally, man has strongly influenced vegetation cover also in the ČSSR, 
which especially on deforested areas has gained a nátuře fundamentally dls- 
tinctive from the originál one. The secondary communitles conditioned by 
man háve arisen, which bear the character of the given country analogically 
as the originál communitles, although to a lesser measure. It will be necessa
ry to study their character, development, relation to the originál communitles 
and to incorporate them into a systém.

Several problems were solved, resp. are solved in connection with the needs 
of our economy as well as with the preservation and formation of human en- 
vlronment. Almost in the whole West Carpathians the problém of upper timber- 
-line has been solved. Almost in the whole mountain range, man has, as a rule 
strongly influenced its height and course. To obtain pastures (but also owing 
to other reasons), he removed dwarf-pine (Pinus mugo ssp. mughus SCOP. 
(DOMIN)) and forest growths and strongly lowered the upper timber-line. The 
smooth, grassed slopes afford sultable conditions for the rise of destructive 
avalanches and make difficult catching precipitation water, which is shown 
in great varlations of surficial run off and frequently also in floods in lower 
positions. An accelerated erosion and landscape destruction set on. Therefore, 
the reforestation in the area of upper timber-line has been started on, first, 
however, it was necessary to make its theoretical reconstruction, to find its 
originál character and its altitude before deforestation as well as also the 
processes, which run here, to choose the right afforestatlon method. Almost
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in the whole West Carpathians the upper timber-line has been mapped in 1; 
10 000, drawn its present state and made a theoretical reconstruction of the 
timber-line. For instance, in the Veľká Fatra, which especially with its Southern 
part belongs to the most avalanche-forming teritories in the ČSSR and where 
in 1924 an avalanche slipped and buried the settlement Rybo under itself and 
has claimed the most victims in the ČSSR, by means of the reconstruction 
of timber-line and by rational arrangement of forest growths and pastures the 
danger of avalanches would be removed to a negligible measure, the accele- 
rated erosion would be stopped, the water retention conditions would be Im- 
proved, the growing of wood mass would increase, the conditions for winter 
sports would be substantially improved and the cattle breeding would not suf- 
fer fundamentally.

For the needs of tourism we solve the problém of Influence of the vegeta- 
tion cover úpon various klnds of recreation activities. Vegetation and animals 
represent unusually important landscape components, which play a signifi- 
cant role in ecology of man. The drawlng of the present state of vegetation 
as well as the spatial arrangement of potential vegetation makes possible to 
lay out certain regions, resp. individual areas for the needs of tourism and to 
use them to optimum measure for the individual klnds of recreation activities 
(tourism, hunting, rest in náture, collectlng mushrooms etc.). For Instance, de- 
forested areas, where the potenciál vegetation is represented by xerophllous 
oakwoods (Eu-Quercion pubescentis KLIKA 1957] are very suitable for the stay 
in the náture in early spring, because snow disappears here soon, the surface 
gets dry quickly and covers itself with a varied and rich herbal growth. For 
the rest in the náture during hot summer days the plačeš of vegetation of a 
park landscape are very suitable, where the potential communities are rich 
beechwoods (Eu-Fagion OBERDORFER 1957 em TX. 1960); on the other hand, 
little suitable are, for instance, xerophllous, thermophilous and other oak
woods, pinewoods. Similarly, we can lay out areas and mark the track for 
tourism on foot and other kinds of recreation activities.

Lately a very grave problém emerges, which connects with great interferen- 
ces of man into the landscape. The organic components of the náture, as a rule, 
react most sensibly úpon the activities of man. Their preservation mušt be se- 
cured only within the landscape complex, by a suitable arrangement of the 
other landscape components, the preservation of plants and animals proper 
wlthout regardlng the changes of envlronment, on which they are bound, Is 
not sufficient. It follows that especially in such cases llke these we judge ve
getation and animals as a component of the landscape, we apply a biogeograp- 
hical principle, we lay emphasis úpon the relations to the other landscape 
elements to be able to predlct the final, generál influence evoked by an inter
ference into the landscape being prepared. Lately landscape analyses háve 
been made, inclusively the investigation of vegetation and animals, before the 
beginning of great works (e. g. the dam on the Danube, the construction of 
main high way through the ČSSR and others], from the viewpoint of the con- 
sequences of work úpon the landscape, úpon optimum arrangement of human 
envlronment. Unfortunately, still even today, especially, however, in the past, 
unilateral economic aspects introduced themselves, following a momentary fi- 
nancial effect, without regard to the destiny of country, wherewith irreparable 
damages to our economy and to mankind at all háve arisen and still arise. It
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is necessary to introduce very consistently the requirement of having made a 
serious regional analysis before any greater Interference with the country. The 
demands of the society upon living standard Increase intensively and the scien- 
tiflc- technical development, which connects with it, interferes especlally with 
natural elements of the landscape sensibly more and more. Thus, the expressed 
requirement for regional analyses gets urgent more and more for optimum 
arrangement of the landscape from the viewpoint of regeneration of the na
turel resources of the geosphere, from the viewpoint of the formation and 
preservation of human environment, which from the viewpoint of further de
velopment and existence of mankind far exceeds the boundaries of States and 
it is indivisible. The necessity of regional analyses before any greater interfe
rence with the landscape should he secured legislatively, and námely in a wide 
International extension.

Geography based upon the descriptive method has lived an unusually long 
era and somewhere, especially in teaching in primary and secondary schools, It 
resists up today. Owing to a stronger emphasis upon the relations between the 
individual ladscape components as well as upon their mutual conditioning 
and connectioning resulting in an integrál complex representing the landsca
pe, the methods of analysis and synthesis háve been deepened substantially In 
the present geography. The outcomes of investigation, the values reflecting the 
investigated relations, phenomena and processes háve hitherto heen expressed 
by Word only, which makes difficult the need strictly to express the obtained 
values, to handle operatively with them, and at last, this affords greater possi- 
bilities of deformations due to the individual interpretation of verbal expres- 
sion.

The present worlďs science is generally characterized by a very rapid accu- 
mulation of knowledge and by their mutual using. Advantage is in such a 
scientific disciplině that is able to use knowledge as much as possible from 
other Sciences and to bring its own outcomes as much as possible, arranged 
to such a form, to be utilizable for other scientific disciplines. Such a possibi- 
lity is given by using modem mathematical methods.

The relations between the landscape components are, it is true, complica- 
ted, it is possible, however, to express them accurately and briefly by means 
of mathematic formulas. Some relations háve already been expressed in this 
way (Krcho 1973). The mathematical expresslon of relations in the land
scape is utilizable in the calculations by means of computers, which are able 
to work up a vast number of informations accurately and quickly. In this way, 
computers can be ušed not only in working up the informations enabling the 
knowing of landscape, in other words, enabling the development of own geo- 
graphical knowledge, but also the development of the geographical knowledge 
that serve for other, non-geographical Sciences, wherewith the utility of geo
graphy increases especially for the needs of national economy, for optimum 
utilization of the landscape from the viewpoint of human environment. In this 
way, geography will obtain reputation and wlll penetrate deeper to the sociál 
consciousness of people. •

The relations of vegetation and animals to the other landscape components 
are very complicated, which results already from the substance of organic mass. 
As a rule, they integrate in themselves the relations of other landscape ele
ments and thus, they seem to be the most complicated within the landscape,
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especially as to the posslbility of their accurate, exact expression. It would 
not be right to watt up to when the formulated relations between such land- 
scape components, which are Integrated in biogeographical relations, are wor- 
ked up mathematically. In investigatlng the spacial arrangement of biocoeno- 
ses, It is necessary to be aimed at the limiting factors.

As an example, we mentlon xerothermous oakwoods (Eu-Querclon pubescen- 
tis KLIKA 1957], The xerothermous oakwoods in Slovakia are bound upon ex- 
třeme stands of the warmest areas of our territory. Most frequently they occur 
on sunny, usually abrupt slopes roughly up to 500—600 m a. s. 1., on carbona- 
tic substrátu with shallow, skeletlike soils, readily getting dry. Most amply 
they occur in the marginal mountain ranges in close neighbourhood to our 
lowlands. The decisive factor to exist is the shortage of moisture in summer. 
The shallow, skeletlike soil with a smáli moisture capacity in the warm pe
riod readily gets dry and under longer lastlng rainfallfree period mesophilous 
elements must recede here. On the deeper soils with a greater moisture capa
city as well as on the shallow, skeletlike soils of non-sunny expositions (the 
other conditlons are unchanged) the xerothermous oakwoods recede. Thus, by 
means of measurements in the vegetation period, it is necessary to find the 
limiting value of soil moisture in relation to the other factors. These relations 
can be mathematically formulated, when a considerable part of data (tempera- 
tures, precipltatlon, substrátům) can be found also from published materials. 
The methods based upon concrete measurements, numerlc data of the indlvl- 
dual landscape components, which express the vegetation relations by means 
of mathematlcal formulas may be better applied also in biogeographical In- 
vestigation than up-to-date statistical methods.
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IIABtIJI n JI E C H H K

COBPEMEHHOE COCTORHME H SA/IAHH BHOrEOrPA^HH B ^CCP

BHoreorpa4)HH uay^aei pacTHTejibHOCTB h MHp h(hbothmx KaK KOMnoneHT jianamaijiTa h no- 
3TOMy ona npHHaa;jie>KHT k CHCxcMe reorpa(f)HqecKiTx íincminjmH, saiiHMaromHxcH HCCJieaoBaHueM 
JiaHnuia(J)Ta. Ha npaKTHKe ona Bce eme -lexKO paaaejiaeTca na reorpaiJ)Hio pacreHHH h reorpaíj>nio 
ÄHBOTHBix, npHqHHOH Bero HBJíaexcH B nepByio oaepeflB oicxasaHne .BOoreorpa^HuecKHx cseneHHH 
H orpoMHoe KOJiHuecxBO BHÄOB jKHBOXiiBix. IlecMoxpa Ha TO, noHHMaeM SnoreorpaijíHio kbk pejiL- 
Hyio aHCiínnjiHHy, npeacTaB.naiomyio coóoii CHHxea ee npHBeaeHHwx BCTBeň.

Bnoreoi’pa(j)HH b HCCP jimuena xpaaiiUHH. Haaajio ee paaBHXHa oxhochtcíi k nepHoay nocjie 
2. MupoBOH BOHHBi. Ona BOSHHKaex Ha ocxaxKax xpaaHUHOHHOH onHcaxeaBHOH reorpa^mn 
Ha HKcaa aaaaB, Koxopbie pemaioTCH ceiÍHac hjih KoxopBie sojdkubi pemaxBCH b 6ynymeM b HCCP, 
npuBoaHM aaecb no KpanHen Mepe HeKOXoptie: reorpa^HxecKHH HHcxnxyx HCAH b BpHO Haaaer 
6iioreorpa(j)HBecKHe jiaHRKapxBi HCCP (H. Paymep). B CjiOBaKHH 6Bi.xa b cymHOM onpeHe.neHa 
BepxHHH rpaHHua .xeca (BKjiiouHxeabHO eě xeopexHqecKOH peKOHCxpyKUHH). CneuHajiHCXbi no 6ho- 
reorpa(()HPi npnHHMaíOT ynacxb b jíaroxoBjíeHMH reoóoxaHHnecKOH KapxBT HCCP (b MacnixaSe 
1:200 000 c yqexoM noxeHpHaji&HOH npHpoaHoíi BerexanHn). OBcy)KaaK)Tca 6noreorpaij)HHecKHe 
íipo6jieMbi B CBaaH c KpynHBíMii BMeuiaxejibCXBaMH b jiaHBUTa^x njioxnna c ESC na .Ilynae, no- 
'CxpoHKa rjiaBHoii aBTOcxpa^M b HCCP h ap.) na tobkh apenna jKHanenHoň cpeati h perenepaunn 
ecxecxBeHHbix hcxohhhkob reoC(|)epbi, onxHMaabHoro ynopnaoneHna aaHaina())xa. HeoóxoanMO paa- 
peuiHXb npoóaeMbi 6Horeorpa(|>HHecKoro pacnaeHeHHa HCCP h cncxeM ceKynaapHbix oómecxB, npo- 
aBHHyxb Bnepea OTCxaBiiiee paaBHxne CBeaeHHÍi o >khbothom MHpe HCCP. H b 6H0reorpa:|)mi 
HeoóxoauMO nepeíxxH Ha MaxeMaxHnecKHe Meioabi: OTHOtuenna pacxeHnň h »:HBOXHbix K apyxHM 
3aeMeHxaM Bbipaxíaxb npn nOMomn MaxeMaxnaecKHx ())opMya.
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